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A N T I V I B R AT I O N T E C H N O L O G Y

For comfortable travel and
material wear prevention
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Travel trends have changed – the r equirements facing the rail industry
as well. Angst + Pfister addresses this issue with integrated s olutions
isolating vibration and noise.

The experience of nostalgia: The Furka steam train rolls through Swiss mountain landscape. – The experience of technology: Progress never stops.

The idea of a journey on an old steam train

Technology has been evolving continuously,
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journeys must have been.
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Reduce material wear and vibration, increase travel comfort: Angst + Pfister has solutions.
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The company Bellotti S.p.A. was founded in
1927 and is anchored in the timber sector,

Single source solutions
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Various composite materials

at the forefront of the latest technology, it

Whereas in Europe and Asia, wood and
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Antivibration technology for floor systems: individually
designed according to region and standards such as
DIN EN 45 545.

can provide for both methods a variety of
suitable composite materials. All the solutions offered are fire- and smoke-resistant,
and compliant with the relevant EU standard
EN DIN 45 545, which has replaced national
safety regulations in the EU.
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>

The trend in the rail industry is for the customer to prefer a package solution. Angst + Pfister and
Bellotti provide just that with their comprehensive floor system that absorbs noise and vibration.
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